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Overview

Description 

The Kimsuky group, the North Korean state-sponsored cyber-thieves, is continuing to distribute

malicious computer malware (CHM) under a variety of subjects, including tax investigation

return guides and contracts. 

Confidence 

This value represents the confidence in the correctness of the data contained within this report. 

15 / 100 
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Attack-Pattern

Name

Boot or Logon Autostart Execution 

ID

T1547 

Description

Adversaries may configure system settings to automatically execute a program during

system boot or logon to maintain persistence or gain higher-level privileges on

compromised systems. Operating systems may have mechanisms for automatically

running a program on system boot or account logon.(Citation: Microsoft Run Key)(Citation:

MSDN Authentication Packages)(Citation: Microsoft TimeProvider)(Citation: Cylance Reg

Persistence Sept 2013)(Citation: Linux Kernel Programming) These mechanisms may

include automatically executing programs that are placed in specially designated

directories or are referenced by repositories that store configuration information, such as

the Windows Registry. An adversary may achieve the same goal by modifying or extending

features of the kernel. Since some boot or logon autostart programs run with higher

privileges, an adversary may leverage these to elevate privileges. 

Name

Ingress Tool Transfer 

ID

T1105 
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Description

Adversaries may transfer tools or other files from an external system into a compromised

environment. Tools or files may be copied from an external adversary-controlled system to

the victim network through the command and control channel or through alternate

protocols such as [ftp](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0095). Once present, adversaries

may also transfer/spread tools between victim devices within a compromised environment

(i.e. [Lateral Tool Transfer](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1570)). Files can also be

transferred using various [Web Service](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1102)s as well

as native or otherwise present tools on the victim system.(Citation: PTSecurity Cobalt Dec

2016) On Windows, adversaries may use various utilities to download tools, such as `copy`,

`finger`, [certutil](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0160), and [PowerShell](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/001) commands such as `IEX(New-Object

Net.WebClient).downloadString()` and `Invoke-WebRequest`. On Linux and macOS systems,

a variety of utilities also exist, such as `curl`, `scp`, `sftp`, `tftp`, `rsync`, `finger`, and `wget`.

(Citation: t1105_lolbas) 

Name

Deobfuscate/Decode Files or Information 

ID

T1140 

Description

Adversaries may use [Obfuscated Files or Information](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1027) to hide artifacts of an intrusion from analysis. They may require

separate mechanisms to decode or deobfuscate that information depending on how they

intend to use it. Methods for doing that include built-in functionality of malware or by

using utilities present on the system. One such example is the use of [certutil](https://

attack.mitre.org/software/S0160) to decode a remote access tool portable executable file

that has been hidden inside a certificate file.(Citation: Malwarebytes Targeted Attack

against Saudi Arabia) Another example is using the Windows `copy /b` command to

reassemble binary fragments into a malicious payload.(Citation: Carbon Black Obfuscation

Sept 2016) Sometimes a user's action may be required to open it for deobfuscation or

decryption as part of [User Execution](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1204). The user

may also be required to input a password to open a password protected compressed/
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encrypted file that was provided by the adversary. (Citation: Volexity PowerDuke November

2016) 

Name

System Binary Proxy Execution 

ID

T1218 

Description

Adversaries may bypass process and/or signature-based defenses by proxying execution

of malicious content with signed, or otherwise trusted, binaries. Binaries used in this

technique are often Microsoft-signed files, indicating that they have been either

downloaded from Microsoft or are already native in the operating system.(Citation: LOLBAS

Project) Binaries signed with trusted digital certificates can typically execute on Windows

systems protected by digital signature validation. Several Microsoft signed binaries that

are default on Windows installations can be used to proxy execution of other files or

commands. Similarly, on Linux systems adversaries may abuse trusted binaries such as

`split` to proxy execution of malicious commands.(Citation: split man page)(Citation: GTFO

split) 
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Indicator

Name

vndjgheruewy1.com 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[domain-name:value = 'vndjgheruewy1.com'] 
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Intrusion-Set

Name

Kimsuky 

Description

[Kimsuky](https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0094) is a North Korea-based cyber espionage

group that has been active since at least 2012. The group initially focused on targeting

South Korean government entities, think tanks, and individuals identified as experts in

various fields, and expanded its operations to include the United States, Russia, Europe,

and the UN. [Kimsuky](https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0094) has focused its intelligence

collection activities on foreign policy and national security issues related to the Korean

peninsula, nuclear policy, and sanctions.(Citation: EST Kimsuky April 2019)(Citation: BRI

Kimsuky April 2019)(Citation: Cybereason Kimsuky November 2020)(Citation: Malwarebytes

Kimsuky June 2021)(Citation: CISA AA20-301A Kimsuky) [Kimsuky](https://attack.mitre.org/

groups/G0094) was assessed to be responsible for the 2014 Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power

Co. compromise; other notable campaigns include Operation STOLEN PENCIL (2018),

Operation Kabar Cobra (2019), and Operation Smoke Screen (2019).(Citation: Netscout

Stolen Pencil Dec 2018)(Citation: EST Kimsuky SmokeScreen April 2019)(Citation: AhnLab

Kimsuky Kabar Cobra Feb 2019) North Korean group definitions are known to have

significant overlap, and some security researchers report all North Korean state-sponsored

cyber activity under the name [Lazarus Group](https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0032)

instead of tracking clusters or subgroups. 
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Domain-Name

Value

vndjgheruewy1.com 
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External References

• https://asec.ahnlab.com/en/54678/

• https://otx.alienvault.com/pulse/649304a4045008836f16efac
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